
11/9/70 

Deer Gary, 

heavy mail today, heavy day in DC and night tonight. 1'1 try,  and go over 
your 11/5 mailing.: 

Se, thloom was p.r man ter Cltiian's Coundil-and Judge Joe Brown. 

I have nevre seen anytaint-sinister in the se,ction of the Trade Mart. 
_ 	. • . 	, 

I don't remember •iErtnet -redier'Pell:to Parkland in the logs? I heve7C, 
no doabt tney were alerted,' despite bianchesten."- 

Tonder what could have been tha interest requiring tae axe to tae trunk 
of a carat Love field, after all this? -  

PuWerbaugh story sounds completely reasonable and true. There is no 
reflection of hishavingbeeneeked any signifiCent questions and no reason to believe 
he could aave_anSwered anybut an obvious omissions is comment and discussion from 
his taen companions. Too bad on tuat. HoweVer, it does not seemlike a high-priority 
lead now 

power; strange how many-leads to West Virginia. I have several. his 
atoru, in essence, -I- knew. Not these.details,tnough. 

Tne Commission reply was predictable: By the way, that rifle was closer 
to tue geliber of the talker bullet. I'd like copies' of the Commission stuff only. 

I don't know that this has significance, but it is a smeple of the kind 
of small taing that it is good to have checked out and chekked out tais well. It is 
strange that anyone would dispose of a rifle tail conspicuous way.-,A. hock shop Is 
better, if it can't be thrown away, if it is hot. It could have been hot for other 
reaeons, too. I remember this from the news stories have some plaice, quoting the 
chief. 

U-2 article: IHO Chiefli,:aside from guarding tin, directed pilots hope, 
not to targets. There is no such taiags as a plane's altitude. It maximum altitude, 
yes; itsoptimumeffeciency altitude, yea. I taink:tnis is nothing. There is nothing 
Lao could have told the USSR that it could have Sued in shooting powers down. They 

`knew capabilities from earlier flights and he had no:way Of knowin&elevation used, 
wnich tueir wwn radar would aave:told taem. Gentry talked to me of tuiz before writing 
and I taen debunked it. I have no reasoic to celinge my mind. I don't like the kind of 
writing represented by tae last paragraph. 

nu rriedly, 


